Thank You For Being A Friend: A Golden Girls Trivia Book
Synopsis
Take four amazing and super-talented actresses, add clever and hilarious writing, loads of sex talk and a box of delicious cheese cake and what do you get? Why, The Golden Girls, of course. Test your Golden Girl's knowledge and see how big a fan you truly are! Thank You for Being a Friend: A Golden Girls Trivia Book is a loving tribute to one of the funniest and most popular sitcoms of all time and a must-have for any fan of the long-running television show!
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Customer Reviews
My husband picked this up for me because he knows that I am a die hard Golden Girls fan. I enjoyed every moment that I spent reading through it. If you are looking for a gift for a true GG fan this is a great pick! Like the cover CLEARLY STATES though, this book is TRIVIA, not a program guide or other media. So if you are not a devoted and seasoned fan you may not enjoy it.

Who doesn't love the Golden Girls? I have loved this show from the first time my Mom and I watched it together. This show is definitely a classic. I purchased this trivia book to take on vacation with my Mom and my Aunts, and we are all ready for some Golden Girls trivia. Great collection of questions!!

I bought two of these trivia books for my two Golden Girls fanatic sisters. The look on their faces when they unwrapped these books on Christmas morning was absolutely priceless and I have to say I was very proud of my decision to make this purchase! Haha! If you have a Golden Girls super fan in your life I definitely recommend buying this trivia book. Who knew this even existed? I think
that's what makes this trivia book so great! Very unexpected but thoughtful and clever gift idea.

I love the Golden Girls so I knew I would love this book - and I do!

the perfect trivia book for the golden girls fan. Multiple choice questions, true or false and who said it categories.

Purchased this for my sister to go with a few other birthday gifts. She is a huge Golden Girls fan. This book is really just okay. Most shocking was how low quality the image on the cover of the book is. It makes you skeptical about the quality of the book in the first place. My sister liked it, although for her (and probably any other hardcore Golden Girls fan, the trivia was all very easy). Overall, it was a fun novelty but I’m glad that it was only a supplement to other gifts i had already gotten her. I would have been embarrassed if this had been the only gift I’d gotten her given how illegitimate it looks from the cover.

I brought this for my co-worker who loves the Golden Girls even more than I do. She really liked the gift, and she noted that she didn’t know most of the answers so she keeps it nearby when she watches on the weekend.

Awesome book and I love the golden girls. I think I knew almost every answer. This is a great book for anyone who loves the golden girls
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